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wave of world war, the big regional players now being Nazi Germany and the USSR. What ensued
was even more destructive violence, analyzed in four chapters. Prusin singles out 1939–41 as the ﬁrst
phase of redrawing ethnosocial boundaries (the second phase being 1944–53, which gets its own
chapter). Two chapters deal thematically with the years 1941–44. The ﬁrst covers the Holocaust
and collaboration, while the second covers what Prusin entitles “the civil wars.” The ﬁnal
substantive chapter covers 1953 to 1992.
As is to be expected in a book of this scope, specialists will quibble with certain details and certain
interpretations. Prusin is strongest in dealing with the periods of war. Those interested in violence in
the East European borderlands may ﬁnd it instructive to read Prusin’s book alongside Timothy
Snyder’s more polished Bloodlands: Europe between Hitler and Stalin (New York: Basic Books,
2010).
The proofreading and, especially, the editing of Prusin’s book seem to have been minimal—not
what one would expect from Oxford University Press. Clearly the author is not a native English
speaker (routinely misplaced or absent articles being a dead giveaway), although his vocabulary
does not lack sophistication (nonetheless, the word “penultimate” is misused repeatedly). A
stronger editorial hand could have made the book more of a pleasure to read. At times the prose
confuses more than enlightens.
Habsburg scholars may ﬁnd some of its faults glaring. Chapter 1 is marred by careless mistakes.
For example, the peasant jacquerie of 1846 in Galicia is repeatedly placed in the wrong year. Prusin
fails to distinguish between the medieval kingdom of Galicia and the Habsburg invention of the
same name, which would cause uninformed readers (say, nonspecialist readers of the Zones of
Violence series) to suspect that territorially they were equivalent. Klaipėda/Memel is in Lithuania
not Latvia. Furthermore, his approach to national identity is redolent of the no longer
fashionable “awakening” trope. Despite these weaknesses, the author’s explanation of how various
ethnic/national groups ended up joining in the violence initiated by state actors offers some
interesting insights.
Patrice M. Dabrowski
Harvard University
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Port cities played a special role in the development of European history. From the sixteenth century
to the period of industrialization, these cities, with the exception of a few large capitals, represented
the most dynamic elements in the evolving urban environment. As hubs of maritime and terrestrial
links, they played a very important role in trade but also in social, cultural, and political integration
between their hinterlands and other, increasingly transcontinental economic spheres.
The role and speciﬁc features of port cities have long been the focus of international
historiography, which has produced many studies on this topic. However, they have not included
certain regions of the European continent, including the Adriatic with its most important cities
of Dubrovnik, Trieste, Koper, Venice, Rijeka, Split, and Ancona. Even when the Adriatic has
been at the center of research, the latter has focused almost exclusively on national issues, or has
been limited to (too) narrow national frameworks, which mostly apply for the national
nineteenth century and onward. However, especially in this period, these areas experienced
signiﬁcant geopolitical and economic changes; their political and economic systems and strategic
interests were repeatedly reconstructed as the Adriatic became a Habsburg hub. New ideas
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emerged, the most fascinating of which was Adriatic multinationalism. On the basis of wide research
in multiple languages, and with a clear vision and vivid pen, Reill has written an essential account of
nationalism and multinationalism. Analyzing the ideas, lives, stories, activities, and writings of six
men of the Adriatic—Niccolò Tommaseo, Francesco Dall’Ongaro, Paciﬁco Valussi, Medo Pučić,
Ivan August Kaznačić, and Stipan Ivičević—Reill has found that “thinkers and community
leaders could and did argue speciﬁcally against the homogenization of their communities into
just one nation” (3).
The author explains Adriatic multinationalism by using the preconditions that enabled its
emergence: from the maritime dimension of Adriatic connections to the tide of European
nationalism, and from common characteristics of the post-Napoleon generations to the
policentricity of the Adriatic. Tommaseo marks the starting point and the center of the study
(and of Adriatic multinationalism itself); the narrative then traces the networks of people who
were active mostly on the route from Dalmatia, Trieste, and Venice. However, at the same time
the narrative reveals the overlapping and ﬂuid identities from the times when societies were not
constructed along mononational lines. Here we can ﬁnd the key to understand “nationalism with
a human face” that would foster mutual (linguistic) understanding and enable multinationalism
on the shores of the Adriatic.
In this context the author ascribes the key role to the year of 1848, which despite the relatively
calm Adriatic waters (with the exception of Venice) marked an epochal cut. Perhaps it is an
exaggeration, but a symbolically appropriate one, to argue that nationalism, in its several forms
(including irredentism), separated the Adriatic in the way Moses separated the sea. In this way
the author accurately sets the conﬂict of the Adriatic region in the historic context of the mid
nineteenth century. As a consequence of European revolutionary events in 1848–1849, the paths
of the six men parted. Beautiful thoughts of Adriatic multinationalism, in confrontation with the
revolutionary reality, fell into crisis and in many aspects vanished. In the age of rising Italian
imperialism and the emerging Slovenian and Croatian national aspirations, there was no more
space for multiple choices.
This lucid book offers readers a topic that has not emerged so far in historiography. The author
dedicates special attention to going beyond the common clichés and usual, stereotyped mental
patterns that are often present not only in individual national and nationalist narration, but also
in historiographical production. By explaining Adriatic multinationalism, Reill’s book has, as any
good historiographical work does, opened new questions. Following the author’s example,
resumed interpretation and wider discussion on nationalism in the Adriatic region in the
nineteenth (but also the twentieth) century, remains one of the tasks for historians who deal with
this region and Europe in general.
Borut Klabjan
University of Primorska
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After the Shoah, the end of World War II, and the division of Bukovina into Romanian and
Ukrainian sections, Bukovina and its (former) capital Czernowitz seemed to have disappeared
from sight, while at the same time they became a part of collective memory. German historian
Karl Schlögel wrote in 1988, “Czernowitz gibt es wirklich, nicht bloß als Topos der literarischen
Welt”—Czernowitz is a real place, not just a literary topos (8). This is a perfect characterization
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